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Assetions: 
 

First we will define a new data type: Assertion 
 
Definition Assertion := state -> Prop 

 
An assertion is simply a function that evaluates some property of a program’s state and 
returns a proposition based on the state that was passed in. Some examples of 
assertions are below 
 
Definition as1 : Assertion := fun st => st X = 3. (* True if 

the variable X in the given state = 3 *) 

Definition as2 : Assertion := fun st => st X <= st Y.  

(* True if X in the given state <= the variable Y in the 

same state *) 

Definition as3 : Assertion := 

  fun st => st X = 3 \/ st X <= st Y. 

(* True if the variable X = 3 and X < Y in the given state 

*) 

Definition as4 : Assertion := 

  fun st => st Z * st Z <= st X /\ 

            ~ (((S (st Z)) * (S (st Z))) <= st X). 

(* Z * Z < X && (Z+1) * (Z+1) < X *) 

Definition as5 : Assertion := fun st => True. (* Always True 

for any state *) 

Definition as6 : Assertion := fun st => False. (* Always False 

for any state *) 

 
Side note, in these examples, variable names are capital letters. In general from now on, 
we will use capital letters, [X], [Y], [Z] to refer to Imp variables, while we will continue 
using lower cases letters to refer to coq variables. 
 
 
 
Given two assertions, we can define implication between them on the same state: 
 
 
Definition assert_implies (P Q : Assertion) : Prop := 

  forall st, P st -> Q st. 
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In other words, if assert_implies  is true, then in any given state, Q  will always hold if 
P  holds on the same state. 
 
We define a notation for this as well: 
 
Notation "P ->> Q" := (assert_implies P Q) 

                      (at level 80) : hoare_spec_scope. 

 
We can define bi-implication for this as well: 
 
Notation "P <<->> Q" := 

  (P ->> Q /\ Q ->> P) (at level 80) : hoare_spec_scope. 

 
 
Hoare Triples 
 

Hoare Triples allow us to make claims about the way commands effect program state. 
The general form of a Hoare Triple will be 
 
{{ P }} c {{ Q }} 

 
Meaning for all states st  and st’ , where command c  transforms st  to st’ ,  
 
P st -> Q st’ 

 
In other words, {{ P }} c {{ Q }} means that if P  holds in a certain state, Q  should hold after 
executing command c . 
 
 
The book provides two initial theorems for Hoare Triples: 
 

If Q always holds in all states, then any Hoare triple with Q as a  
postcondition must also hold true for all preconditions: 
 
Theorem hoare_post_true : forall (P Q : Assertion) c, 

  (forall st, Q st) -> {{P}} c {{Q}}. 

 
And if P is always false in all states, then any Hoare triple with P as a 
precondition must hold for all postconditions. This is related to the principle of 
explosion in that any postcondition can be derived given a false precondition 
 
Theorem hoare_pre_false : forall (P Q : Assertion) c, 
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  (forall st, ~(P st)) -> 

  {{P}} c {{Q}}. 

 
 
 
 

Building proofs - 
 
Correctness of whole programs can be proved by stringing together assertions about the 
commands making up the program. In other words, we can prove that a program will 
fulfill a certain postcondition if the individual instructions of a program can be shown to 
result in a state where a certain postcondition holds. To do this, we will need to provide a 
few theorems describing the effects of the various Imp commands on the program state. 

 
Assignment: 

 
In general, assignment takes a constant value or arithmetic expression and stores it in a 
named variable. Therefore, given the assignment , we can directly determine the:= aX :   
value of X  if we know the value of a before the assignment. For any constant c  and 
mathematical expression a , we can assume 
 

{{ a = c }}  X ::= a {{ X = c }} 

 
We can reason backwards from this: given some Hoare triple 
 

{{ Q }} X ::= a {{ P }} 

 
In order to prove that the assertion P holds after the assignment, we must prove that P 
will also hold before the assignment if all instances of X in P are replaced with a. We can 
introduce a notation for this: 
 
Q [X |-> a] 

 
This refers to assertion Q where all instances of Q are replaced with a. For example 
 

 would represent the assertion  X  = 2 ) [ X  | > 1 ]( <  −   = 21 <   
 
Note that we are reasoning backwards here. In order to prove that some assertion holds 
after an assignment, we must prove that a modified version of the same assertion held 
before the assignment. 
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It turns out that forward reasoning is slightly more complicated. As an example, consider 
the Hoare triple  
 

{ True }} X  := a{{X  a}}{ :  =   

 
This seems correct enough at first glance, but if a = X + 1 , then we would get the 
following: 
 

{{ True }} X ::= X + 1 {{ X = X + 1 }} 

 
Regardless of the initial value of X , X  could not equal X + 1  after such an assignment 
because the value of X  changes. 
 
We can solve this problem by storing the initial value of X in another variable 
 

Here, we say that if X is equal to a certain value m in the 

first state, then after assignment to a, X will be equal to the 

evalution of a when X is replaced in a with the with the value 

of m from the old state: 

{{fun st => P st /\ st X = m}} 

         X ::= a 

{{fun st => P st' /\ st X = aeval st' a }} 

(where st' = st & { X --> m }) 

 

 
 
Consequence: 
 

Now we will define some rules to help us massage Hoare rules into a form that will be 
acceptable to the our goals. In many cases, we can end up with Hoare triples with pre 
and post-conditions that are logically equivalent to, imply, or are implied by the goal, but 
are not identical. For example  
 

{(X  3) [X  | > 3]}} X  := 3 {{X  3}}{ =  −  :  =   
 
follows from the assignment rules defined above, but 
 

{True}} X  := 3 {{X  3}}{ :  =   
 
does not.  
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Although [True]  and ] are logically equivalent, they are not(X  3) [X  | > 3][ =  −   
syntactically identical. Therefore, we can describe the following rule: 
 
Hoare_consequence_pre_equiv: 

{P }} c {{Q}} >  <−>> P  > {P}} c {{Q}}{ ′ − P <  ′ − {  
 
This rule states that given any two logically equivalent preconditions P  and P’ , any 
Hoare triple that holds for P  must hold for P’  as well 
 

Strengthening the Precondition: 
 

Consider the valid Hoare triple 
 

{ X  2 }} X :=  {{X }}{ >  : X + 1 > 3  
 
and the valid Hoare triple 
 

{ X  3 }} X :=  {{X }}{ =  : X + 1 > 3  
 
Although the preconditions in these two examples are not equivalent or syntactically 
identical, the validity of the first triple implies the validity of the second because the first 
precondition (P)  implies the second (P’) . Because the P’  is narrower than P , any 
Hoare triple which holds for P’  must also hold for Hoare triples involving P . 
 
This rule is formalized as: 
 
Theorem hoare_consequence_pre: forall (P P' Q : Assertion) c, 

{P }} c {{Q}} > P  >> P  > {{P}} c {{Q}}{ ′ −  −  ′ −   
 
This is known as strengthening the precondition. If any Hoare triple holds for some 
precondition, that precondition can always be replaced with a stronger one and the triple 
will remain valid. 

 
Weakening the postcondition: 
 

Consider the valid Hoare triple 
 

{ X  3 }} X  : X  {{ X  4 }}{ =  :  + 1 =   
 
and 
 

{ X  3 }} X := X  {{ X  3 }}{ =  :  + 1 >   
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Again, these post-conditions are not equivalent or identical, but the first post-condition 
(Q)  implies the second (Q’) . In any case that terminates with X = 4,  
X > 3 must also hold. We define the rule: 
 
Theorem hoare_consequence_pre: forall (P Q Q’ : Assertion) c, 

{P}} c {{Q }} >  >> Q > {{P}} c {{Q}}{ ′ − Q′ −  −   
 
This is known as weakening the post-condition. If any Hoare triple holds for  
some post-condition, that post-condition can always be replaced with a weaker one and 
the triple will remain valid. 

 
 
Skip: 
 

By definition, SKIP  does not affect the state in any way, therefore 
 

orall P , {{P}} SKIP  {{P}}.f   
 
 
Sequencing: 
 

Now we will introduce a way to string hoare triples together. Given two  
commands c1  and c2  and 3 assertions P , Q , and R  we can say 
 

{ P  }} c1 {{ Q }} > {{ Q }} c2 {{ R }} > {{ P  }} c1; 2 {{ R }}{ −  −  ; c  
 
In other words, if c1  takes the state from a state where P  holds to a state  
where Q  holds, and c2  takes the program from a state where Q  holds to a  
state where R  holds, then c1  followed by c2  must take the program from a  
state where P  holds to a state where R  holds. 
 
Formally, this is written: 
 
Theorem hoare_seq : forall P Q R c1 c2, 

     {{Q}} c2 {{R}} -> 

     {{P}} c1 {{Q}} -> 

     {{P}} c1;;c2 {{R}}. 

 
Note that in this formal rule, we list the second Hoare triple as a premise before the first. 

This is because when proving programs in Coq, we tend to work backwards from the end of the 
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program to the beginning, assuming a valid post-condition at the start of the proof and pushing it 
back to the beginning until we get a valid precondition for the program. 
 
Conditionals: 

 
Now we introduce conditional statements into our hoare logic. Assume we have some 
assertion Q  that holds after executing either branch of our conditional command. It would 
certainly make sense then that Q  should also hold after the whole conditional. One way 
we might attempt to define this formally is as follows: 
 
{{P}} c1 {{Q} -> 

{{P}} c2 {{Q}} -> 

{{P}} IFB b THEN c1 ELSE c2 {{Q}} 

 

However, this reasoning is rather weak; it tells us nothing about the states in either 
branch. We have additional information we could include in our precondition regarding 
the state of either branch- the boolean conditional. Including this information in our 
precondition, we obtain the following: 
 
{{P /\  b}} c1 {{Q}} -> 

{{P /\ ~b}} c2 {{Q}} -> 

{{P}} IFB b THEN c1 ELSE c2 FI {{Q}} 

 

Of course b  is a boolean, not an assertion, so we need to use a definition bassn  to lift b 
to an assertion.  
 
Definition bassn b : Assertion := 

  fun st ⇒ (beval st b = true). 

 

Then we are free to use this in our proofs, as written below: 
 
Theorem hoare_if : forall P Q b c1 c2, 

 {{fun st => P st /\ bassn b st}} c1 {{Q}} -> 

 {{fun st => P st /\ ~(bassn b st)}} c2 {{Q}} -> 

 {{P}} (IFB b THEN c1 ELSE c2 FI) {{Q}}. 
 

While Loops: 
 
Suppose that for some loop in a program we wish to determine a precondition and 
postcondition such that  
 
{{P}} WHILE b DO c END {{Q}} 
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-is a valid hoare triple. We could attempt to reason over both values of our boolean 
condition b  simultaneously, but much like we saw in the case of conditional commands 
we lose useful information. It logical sense for us to handle the case were the loop body 
never executed separately from that of which it is. 
 
In the case that the boolean condition is false, the loop body c  is never executed, and so 
the precondition still holds after the loop: 
 
{{P}} WHILE b DO c END {{P}} 

 
However, we can strengthen this by explicitly specifying that b  now false after the loop: 
 
{{P}} WHILE b DO c END {{P /\ ~b}} 

 
Now let us reason about the case where the boolean condition is true. Our loop body will 
execute at least once, but we cannot determine exactly how many times it may execute. 
Whatever procondition holds after the loop must hold for any number iterations of the 
loop body. Our post condition P  must continue to hold after executing each command c : 
 
{{P}} c {{P}} -> 

{{P}} WHILE b DO c END {{P /\ ~b}} 

 

This, like the case of the false boolean previously, can be strengthened. We can specify 
that b  must be true before c  is executed: 
 
{{P /\ b}} c {{P}} 

{{P}} WHILE b DO c END {{P /\ ~b}} 

 
After applying bassn as we did with conditionals in order to lift b  to an assertion, we 
arrive at the following in coq: 
 
Theorem hoare_while : forall P b c, 

  {{fun st => P st /\ bassn b st}} c {{P}} -> 

  {{P}} WHILE b DO c END {{fun st => P st /\ ~ (bassn b st)}}. 

 
 
Decorated Programs: 
 

Suppose we are trying to prove in the program: 
 
X ::= 1 
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SKIP 

Y :: X + 1 

X ::= Y 

 
We might write up the following set of Hoare triples for it: 

 
{{True }} X ::= 1 {{ X = 1 }} 

{{ X = 1 }} SKIP {{ X = 1 }} 

{{ X = 1 }} Y :: X + 1 {{ X = 1 && Y = 2 }} 

{{ X = 1 && Y = 2 }} X := Y {{ X = 2 && Y = 2 }} 

 
This is a very tedious way of writing things. As a shorthand, we can write the following: 

 
{{True }} <- Precondition for c1 

X ::= 1 <- c1 

{{ X = 1 }} <- Pre (c2), Post(c1) 

SKIP <- c2 

{{ X = 1 }} <- etc 

Y :: X + 1 

{{ X = 1 && Y = 2 }} 

X ::= Y 

{{ X = 2 && Y = 2 }} 

 
Where every assertion in brackets is the postcondition for the previous command as well 
as the precondition for the next. This is known as a decorated program because the 
source code is “decorated” with pre and post-conditions describing the changing state. 

 
 


